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Background/Introduction
Coventry University Sustainable Travel Plan 2015-2021 sets out targets to increase
the proportion of staff and students travelling to Coventry campus using sustainable
means, and decrease the proportion of single-occupancy car journeys to the city. To
support progress towards these targets, an increase in centrally located secure cycle
parking compounds has been identified as a key opportunity to support and
encourage cycling to campus.
The most recent Staff Travel Survey conducted in 2017-18 highlighted a lack of
cycling infrastructure as an issue for both staff and students when considering their
choices to travel to Coventry campus (further detail below).
This proposed cycle shelter will bring a significant increase in the availability of
secure, covered bike parking for staff based in TheHub and Alan Berry buildings –
bringing the University’s provision closer to the current requirements of The Coventry
Local Plan as detailed below.

Campus-wide Cycle Parking
Across Coventry Campus current provision of cycle parking is approximately 365
secure spaces and 645 open-access spaces (1009 total). This provision is shared
between staff and student cyclists. The table below shows that using the current
recommendations within the Local Plan, Coventry campus would require over 6,000
cycle parking spaces – so there is a campus-wide deficit.

Coventry Local Plan 2016 Appendix 5 Car and Cycle Parking Standards (updated January
2018)
Class D1 - Educational Establishment - Further / Higher Education
Cycle Parking Required (inner city)
Cycle Parking
Coventry
Recommended no.
Standards (as per
Campus-Wide
bike parking
Table 1, Appendix 5)
Numbers (2019)
spaces
Staff
1 per 10 FTE
3660
366
Students
1 per 5
28750
5750
Visitors (e.g on an
open day)
1 per 500
2200
4.4
TOTAL
6120

In addition to the current campus-wide deficit, the specific demand from the area
around The Hub and Alan Berry exceeds the availability of secure parking spaces in
the region of these two buildings. Over 300 staff are based between the two
buildings, with just 5 secure lockers adjacent to The Hub and Alan Berry Buildings.
The next closest secure parking is adjacent to Priory Building (24 secure spaces)
however this also serves the George Elliot, Charles Ward, Foundation Campus and
Priory Hall users.
Travel Survey 2017-18
The provision of convenient secure parking spaces is lower than existing demand –
as evidenced by Travel Surveys and feedback from cycle users. During the 2017-18
Travel Survey 20% (47 of 238) of travel comments from staff and (26%) (26 of 101)
of comments from students were categorised as relating to requesting further support
for cyclists or improved cycle infrastructure in Coventry.
If we are to meet our current Travel Plan targets this demand will rise. To support
progress towards these targets and demonstrate visible support for active commuters
we have identified a central area where a cycle compound can be located, near The
Hub and University Square as detailed in supporting documentation.
This shelter will offer a completely secure and attractive addition to the University’s
cycle parking facilities. The cycle shelter will include an internal noticeboard which
will support our communication and interaction with staff and student cyclists, and will
have SALTO (University Card) access which will allow anonymous usage monitoring
to track demand for secure cycle parking on central campus.
Air Quality in Coventry
This proposal is being supported under the Early Measures Air Quality Project, with
an Employer Travel Grant, with the aim of the project being to support a staff shift
away from car usage and an improvement in local air quality within the city.
To further support modal shift away from single use motor vehicles for staff (and
students) travelling to Coventry University we shall continue to:
-

Host a Bicycle User Group to support staff and student consultation regarding
cycling infrastructure and support in Coventry

-

Promote and support public transport options for staff and students travelling
to campus.

-

Support cycle events such as Let’s Ride, Clean Air Day, Cycle To Work Day –
with logistical support, promotion to staff and students, prizes and incentives.

-

Providing Dr Bike free cycle check-up maintenance sessions approximately
twice per academic term (6 times per year).

-

Employee Cycle To Work scheme

-

Support a Coventry University Group Liftshare account and encouraging staff
and students to car share where active travel or public transport is not an
option.

-

And additional ongoing support.

Proposed Location: Details
The location proposed has been chosen as a focal point on central Coventry campus
which will demonstrate our visible commitment to supporting sustainable travel for
staff and students. Care has been taken to ensure the shelter is situated back from
sight-lines leading up from the future Starley Gardens towards University Square and
the Cathedral.
There are 16 Sheffield hoops (open-access parking for 32 bicycles) currently
available at the chosen site, of which 8 will be removed to accommodate the shelter
and 8 will remain (parking for 16 bicycles). This reduction in open-access parking will
not be detrimental due to the continued presence of a further 23 Sheffield stands
opposite the proposed site location as shown in Photo 006 in the Photo Schedule.
In addition the 5 secure lockers currently located at the proposed site will be
relocated to another area of Coventry campus, to avoid them being blocked by the
proposed shelter. This provision will not be lost and lockers are in high demand in
many areas.

See HC10 Plan showing Sheffield Stand Locations for zoomable image.
Proximity to trees
The new cycle shelter will not necessitate any tree removal, and is not nearby to any
trees covered by Tree Preservation Orders.
The shelter will be located in front of approximately 5 of 11 small silver birches which
were planted upon completion of TheHub (previously named Student Enterprise
Building) in 2011.
To facilitate installation of the cycle shelter the trees will be pruned to reduce
overhanging branches on the shelter site but this will have no lasting impact. The
shelter will not significantly reduce the amenity provided by the 11 silver birches –
existing restrictions on their final size will not change.
See Photo Schedule images 001, 002, 003 and 005.

Proximity to Conservation Area
The cycle shelter will sit adjacent to but not within Hill Top Conservation Area
[DCT26] – as shown in the map below.

Outline of proposed works
Timeline

Action

July

Planning submission

September

Planning approval

October

Final order placed

November

Works take place

See Proposed 3D Visuals.pdf for details of the external appearance of the
proposed wave cycle shelter.

